1972 ford f100 explorer

These option packages outfitted a truck with enough gear and creature-comforts to rival almost
any full-size car. However, many people are not aware of another trim option package that could
be had on the ''69 Custom Cab and the ''72 Custom and Sport Custom models which would give
you almost all the same options as the Ranger and Ranger XLT models, but at a lower price to
the buyer. Ford called this 'economy' setup the ' Explorer Special '. However, I do have some
fairly detailed information on the Explorer Special features available with the ''72 models see
below from factory brochures. From what I've been able to gather, the '70 features are a little
different from the ''72 features, which are identical, as far as I can determine. The Fs got bright
hubcaps. These packages were trim levels which were only available on the Custom or Sport
Custom models on both F and F trucks. These were items that were normally-available options,
but just assembled into a package for a slightly lower price for the buyer. Package A was called
the basic Appearance Package and consisted of:. Package B included the basic Appearance
Package A, plus:. Package C included all of basic Appearance Package A, plus air conditioning.
Package D included all of Package B, plus air conditioning. The '70 pamphlet goes on to say
that the Grabber Blue or Explorer Green are the official "Explorer Special" colors, but if you
wanted, you could instead get one of the following colors:. The Explorers were the only model
year with exterior emblems, though some other years could get the glovebox emblem Fig 1,
above. A comparison of the 'only Explorer emblem with the 'up style. Explorer Package A
consisted of the following items:. Explorer Package B consisted of the items in Package A, plus
the following:. Related Memorabilia The following thumbnails are examples of related items
found in the Factory Literature Library :. If you have any additional information which could be
added to this page, please e-mail me! Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on
your webpage. All rights reserved. All brand names and product names used on this website are
trade names, service marks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or
content of this site may be reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report
problems or provide comments or suggestions, please click here. The 'Explorer Special'
Explained. There were four Explorer packages available in ' There were four Explorer packages
available in '71 and ' Stark changes were on the horizon for the F-Series, as oil embargos and
emission regulations would force automakers to find cleaner, more efficient solutions to the
questions of power and performance. Those solutions would prove to be elusive; it would be
more than a decade before the F-Series would begin to see appreciable horsepower once again.
An actual increase in horsepower from the model year would take even longer - 27 years to be
exact. Until then, the F-Series would have to rely on styling, comfort, convenience, and overall
capability to win favor with the motoring public. That theme, which began in earnest with the
fifth-generation Ford pickups, would ultimately become their legacy to the F-Series line. We did
not produce this video, but we are sharing it as it is a beautifully restored and upgraded Ford F
pickup. What a superb truck! With the sixth-generation F-Series waiting in the wings, was
virtually a carbon copy of the model. Aside from minor changes in the grille and color palette,
two new temperature-related packages were offered. The Northland Special package offered
among other things an engine block heater, while a Super Cooling package delivered just the
opposite; a larger capacity radiator to help cool the engine in hot climates or hard working
situations. F, F, and F trucks filled out the model line, with trim levels ranging from Custom,
Custom Sport, Ranger, and Ranger XLT, the latter of which offered exterior and interior trim
levels comparable to passenger cars of the day. As with prior years, Styleside and Flareside
beds were offered with every model, Crew Cabs were available on F and F trucks, and
four-wheel drive was optional on F and F models. Ford continued to offer Camper Special
packages for the F and F, which included items such as heavy-duty suspension, extra cooling
capability, a camper wiring harness, sliding rear window, Western long arm mirrors, and a full
compliment of gauges. All engine and transmission options carried over from the F-Series with
no change in power or ratings. And with declining horsepower figures on the way for , would be
the final year for "easy" performance. From this point, an actual horsepower increase for the
F-Series wouldn't be realized until the horsepower 5. By then, the 's standard cubic-inch I-6 for
the F would be long gone, as would the standard "three-on-the-tree" manual transmission. The
and V-8s wouldn't make it through the next generation, while the V-8 would gradually become
the engine of choice for those seeking power and economy. The I-6, however, which replaced
the as the standard mill for the F and F - would become the savior of the F-Series line until the
power returned. The photos shown here of the green and white two-tone F are used with
permission from racer3de. The VIN plate is stamped on the rating plate. This vehicle has been
sold. Browse Category. Vehicle Description. It takes amazing paint, a throaty exhaust, and
plenty of chrome to turn heads when going down the street. That's why you're instantly
attracted to this restored Ford F Explorer. The time and money that went into this truck build is
shown in its extremely high quality! Ford did an amazing job in '72 with a bright grille, brighter

bumpers, a little fender flare, and a hood design that looks like a double power dome. Plus, this
Explorer trim's sweeping line of bright work that runs from the front all the way down through
the styleside bed helps to serve as a guide to demonstrate how straight the body is. Even the
factory wheel covers are correctly in place! But what everybody will notice is that the paint is so
sharp, and so red, it looks like a fire engine. It was repainted as part of this truck's restoration,
and since that was around 6, miles ago, it still looks fantastic in the sunshine. Despite all this
bold appearance, this Ford is still a pickup to its core. That's why the rear step bumper still has
its trailer hitch, there are tall trailer mirrors, and the bed has a tough black liner. Inside someone
has gone to great lengths to keep this red looking fresh, and so you'll love showing it off. The
carpet, door panel, and headliner all coordinate with the exterior in a shade that is usually seen
in an aggressive sports car. An especially nice touch is the seat. Not only was it restored, but
now it has a matching center console that includes cup holders, storage, and even a CB radio.
But even with these newer features, all the best vintage pieces are still in place. The factory
dual-spoke steering wheel gives you a commanding view of the gauges. Plus, we know you'll
love opening the vent windows and sliding the rear glass to get the old-school truck breezes.
Any time it's too warm for only that, the modern Ra air conditioning will always keep you cool.
Just like the interior and exterior, there is an exceptionally fresh presentation under the hood,
too. Ford's bold blue block with matching air topper and valve covers really make for a standout
package against all the fresh black components of the engine bay. The reason why everything
looks so good is because the cubic-inch V8 was rebuilt during the restoration. It inhales deeply
through a four-barrel carburetor, and it exhales with authority from the glasspack-style dual
exhaust. No matter how you decide to use this pickup, you'll enjoy features like the three-speed
automatic transmission, comfortable but sturdy twin I-beam front suspension, power brakes,
and power steering. This is a great cruising pickup that has been restored and upgraded in all
the ways you want. So when something this nice is also so affordable, you know you need to
hurry to grab this deal. Call now! Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app.
Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Dealership Showcased. Here is one you don't see everyday! A restored early 70's Ford truck
loaded with very desirable opt This Ford F half-ton pickup wears its original Winter Green paint
with light patina and ha Auction Vehicle. Fully rebuilt Windsor engine with less than miles o We
just had the truck restored few months ago. This Ford F Pickup for sale has a c. Gateway
Classic Cars in Kansas City has your truck! The motor is a built fe. The motor and trans were
built in November of This was a project truck. Done ALL of the difficult fitting and fabrication.
All th Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th
Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in
Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was
originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being
relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center,
head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth
hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original
car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is
powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make Ford. Model F
Here is an absolutely beautiful Ford F that is in great condition and is rust free!!!! This gorgeous

Ford Truck has been repainted about 8 months ago and looks great! This a dry desert
southwest truck having been built at Fords plant in San Jose, California. The factory Y code ci
engine runs great and sounds awesome! This is a very "original" style truck and is really just a
really cool old truck. One look at this truck and you will realize that this F is not like many of the
Fs on eBay. There is LOTS of money that has been poured into this truck and it looks beautiful.
While not a frame off concours restoration this is a nicely done truck that makes for a great
driver and a weekend toy. This truck has been very well cared for and it shows. This is a great
collectible classic that is surely to appreciate in value over the next several years!!! There are
almost hi quality pictures of this F in this ad. Please let the ad load in its entirety before
scrolling down. It may take a moment. Also, please do not hesitate to call me with any
questions. This vehicle is a Buy it Now or Best Offer listing and can be purchased at anytime.
Click to enlarge Exterior: This F looks great in its factory correct and numbers matching Royal
Maroon paint job with contrasting white stripe and custom color matched smoothie wheels. The
paint job on this truck was recently done and looks gorgeous in the Arizona sun. The gaps on
the body are great! The doors shut nicely and the body is great and accident free. In fact this
truck has only been repainted once! All of the rubber seals were replaced after the truck was
painted and are all in great condition. Click to enlarge Interior: The Red interior of this F is in
nice condition. The front seat are like in excellent shape and free of rips and tears. The carpets
and door panels are in great shape as well The interior retains its large single gauge pack and
all of the gauges are in great working order. The interior also features a more modern stereo
that works well. The red interior perfectly compliments the exterior of the truck and looks
great!!! In fact the truck has been used as a daily driver for a few years! Click to enlarge Engine:
The ci V8 fires right up and runs like a top. The truck has 97k original miles and the engine has
been running beautifully. The engine has been treated to a recent water pump and fuel pump as
well as a new coil. The trucks 4 speed transmission shifts beautfully and goes in and out of gear
with ease. The transmission shifts great and is in great working order. The power brakes stop
this F with ease! The truck also feature a dual circuit master cylinder to aid in safety as well.
This F tracks straight and true and steers excellent and stops very well. The engine sounds
great with its "true" dual exhaust exiting under the side of truck. The car runs nice and cool
even in Arizona's hot and dry climate. The suspension has been upgraded as previously
mentioned to the DJM lowering kit and the truck rides and handles great! This really is a fun
classic pick up to drive!!! Click to enlarge Clean rust free Fs are getting harder and harder to
find these days and Fs that are this nice and rust free are even more difficult to find! This truck
is sure to make its new owner happy. These classic Ford pick ups are getting more and more
collectible and as a result they are becoming investment grade. The beauty of this investment is
that you get to DRIVE and enjoy your investment instead of asking your stock broker about how
your investment is doing. This car earns lots of thumbs up every where you go and is a
pleasure to drive. It would make a great daily driver or a weekend show piece. I can help arrange
shipping anywhere in the world and international buyers are welcome to enjoy this great Ford
F!!! All Reasonable Offers Considered Please do not hesitate to call me or email me with any
questions. Justin Terms and Conditions of Sale We take time to carefully describe each vehicle
and include a substantial number of photos. However, it is very important to keep in mind that
these vehicles are pre-owned, not brand new. After careful reading of the entire description,
rather than making a potentially incorrect assumption, if any statement or comment is unclear,
or if you have questions, please e-mail or call us prior to bidding. All Arizona Residents or
buyers taking delivery in Arizona are subject to all state and local taxes. At Close of Auction The
successful "winning" bidder must telephone us within 24 hours after the auction has ended to
verify purchase and make arrangements to complete the transaction. All Arizona residents or
people taking delivery in Arizona will be required to pay Sales tax, registration and any other
applicable state fees. Full payment must be received within 7 business days of the end of
auction. Payment must be by certified funds. If funds are not received, and an alternate
arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can and will be made available to other potential
buyers on a first-come, first-serve basis. Our Guarantee We have disclosed as much
information as possible about this vehicle and aim to only carry quality vehicles. However, we
recommend that all buyers conduct an inspection either in person or through a qualified
professional third party inspector prior to the end of the auction. Shipping We value your
business and want you to be completely satisfied with your eBay buying experience, from
purchase to delivery. As a value added service we will assist with shipping arrangements
however, the buyer pays all shipping costs. We do not have any affiliation with, or interest in,
any transportation companies and all questions or concerns should be addressed directly with
them. Disclaimer All vehicles are sold As Is, with no warranties expressed or implied, by seller.
As with any used vehicle, minor signs of wear may become more obvious under close

inspection, such small chips or nicks, light scratches or minor abrasions, wheel scuffs, and
other indications of normal wear and tear. We will not and cannot be held liable or responsible
for these issues. Bidders are entering into a legal and binding contract to purchase the vehicle
described above. Non-paying bidders, unqualified bidding, bid shielding, auction interference or
any type of harassment, will be dealt with according to eBay Rules, local law, and may include,
but are not limited to, legal action and applicable fees, lose of deposit or any other necessary
costs. The engine is nicely dressed v8 edelbrock intake and carb, headers, front disk
brakes,power steering,C-6 tranny,hurst shifter.. For sale by owner, Ford F short bed pick-up
truck, recently restored Windsor four speed transmission, 8 bolt wheels, lake side pipes, clean
title, driven daily, all in working order, runs and drives great, it a great show truck. I've had this
truck since I was 15 years old but it is time to move this onto another truck lover. Long Bed. Still
runs. One owner. Rat rod. No motor no trans. Rusted in usual spots cab corners bed doors
floor. Has good glass except crack in windshield on drivers side. No tailgate or hood. Pretty
much just the body and frame. No title, will come with Bill of sale. This Truck is in beautiful
shape. I replaced the Dashboard, steering wheel, radio and seat covers inside. Also there is no
floorboard rot or rust at all. I also just replaced all spark plugs, wires, distributor cap as well as
rebuilt the carb. Djm dream beam lower kit 4" rear 3" front. New dual exhaust with thrush
mufflers. Sounds very good. Extremely nice Patina. Original seat. Original radio works. Drives
and rides good. No leaks and doesn't smoke. The bed is in above average condition as seen in
pics. Some spots on front outside of the bed where it faces the rear of the cab and some on the
inside cab jam. I believe this truck has spent most all of it's life in Ga so it's a solid truck from
front to back. The driver side floor pan has a hole about the size of a quarter but both sides are
very solid. I can send additional pics of anything. All lights except reverse lights work. The
heater is blowing cold air. Sold as is no warranty. Please see my feedback. I try and describe
everything to the best of my ability. Inspections in person are welcome and encouraged. I have
driven this truck about miles in the last few weeks and it runs out good. Sold with a Ga bill of
sale and current registration in my name. Buyer responsible for pick up and shipping. No
international sales. If you can't meet all my terms please move on. Please have funds in place
and permission from your wife. Bidding on Ebay is serious and a binding contract between the
seller and buyer. Emails will not be responded to. Please call in person if you are serious about
this truck. Long bed Explorer edition. Air conditioning. Excellent condition. Purchased from
original owner from Kansas. Shipping buyers responsibility. It has 61, miles according to
records and the odometer. A lot of work has been done. I have all service records from early
80s. The motor and transmission were rebuilt in the 90s. The top end of the engine was just
rebuilt with new heads, valves, gaskets, etc. It has V8 FE engine with rebuilt carb, power
steering, power breaks, 9 inch rear end, long bed. The frame is spotless and there isnt any rot
except for one small rust bubble by the tailgate. New floor pans and cab mounts welded in. New
front springs, new brake lines all around, all new brakes and hardware. New radiator, new
hoses, new belts, new filters etc. All Ranger trim is there and all woodgrain has been redone.
There really isn't anything wrong with this truck, runs perfect with a lot of power. There is some
bad body work the previous owner did inside the bed for some reason but its not that bad.
Truck is ready to go. Happy to negotiate shoot me some offers. The VIN is included just remove
the last 6 numbers from the end. I am selling some more of my truck collection to fund
expansion of my real business. This is my best 4X4. I recently pulled this truck out of storage
where it has been for many years. I never really looked at this truck before now, as it was
purchased it as a non running vehicle, solely because it came from out west where trucks are
naturally well preserved. I quickly realized that it was not getting fuel. I removed all old fuel out
of the tank and fuel line, and installed new fuel pump. The truck is coded as a ci which normally
doesn't have a 4BBL. The code on the intake is C9 meaning model. I installed a new CFM
Edelbrock carb. It fired up easily but ran rough. I removed the spark plugs which were carbon
fouled not oil fouled, I did a compression check and the static compression averaged psi. Now I
have a high compression 4BBL motor with new plugs, fuel pump, carb, coupled with 4spd
transmission and gears. Words really can't describe how smooth, quiet, and powerful this
motor is. They really new how to build them 40 years ago! No vibrations, or balancing problems
at all. I am not sure if this is a but by code I suspect it is a or , I have not measured the stroke.
This is a one owner truck for all intent and purposes. The person I bought it from, from my
knowledge never did anything with it, and he told me it was a one owner truck. I have original
bill of sale, window sticker, warranty card, owner's manual, and many service receipts from
original purchase. What is weird is with all the receipts none are showing the motor being
replaced. If this is the original motor it was a special ordered motor under Gov't Service. The
door seals, window seals, floor mat, firewall insulation, could not be better if I replaced them. All
windows including back glass are tinted from factory as this is common out west in desert

environments, this is listed on the window sticker. This is a very tight truck. The ashtray
appears to have just been made and the AM radio works great. The extra fuel tanks in the bed
only need new fuel lines to be operational. I am only using the main tank behind the seat. The
wheels on the truck are ultra light but I do not know the brand, as they were vintage wheels I
had in storage, the tires have no miles on them and were purchased 5 Dec and installed on the
truck prior to the photos. They are Cooper Discover all terrain. There is no rust under the hood
or under the battery tray. There is rust on the drivers cab support and about 1 inch round rust
spot on passenger cab support. There is small rust on one brace not bad about 1 inch rust spot
in drivers floorboard. The original tires and wheels in the photo came on the truck, the tires are
like new Toyo all terrain and go with the truck. Buyer is responsible for shipping. Note: I may be
able to deliver the truck out west for a small fee. I need a vacation. Arizona Ford F swb
automatic, matching numbers, pretty original truck. Story behind truck, I purchased it from two
guys that were going to restore it. They purchased from orignal owners grand son. They never
transferred the title so I'm the second owner. Truck is original beside the upgrades I've done.
Still has the original engine and transmission. Three years ownership, engine rebuilt, new
brakes, new suspension, Black Edelbrock carb , Relocated dry cell battery, power steering,front
discs brakes, New stagger tires, straight panels and grill, good glass, and currently registered.
MSD electric ignition, wrapped headers, Flowmasters mufflers with new exhaust, spare tire, rare
Ford calypso coral paint, recovered seat and headliner, painted door panels. Dents and patina
paint, no front or rear bumpers, alittle rat, race and daily driver. The truck still needs a few
things, dips alittle oil and transmission fluid. There's a few things in pictures that are different,
nothing major. If we can complete sale outside of ebay to avoids fees Thank you. We can Sell it!
Call us Today! Rugged, dependable, stylish and user friendly are but a few words to describe
this Ford F Ranger. A southern truck with a great look, a torquey , and a fun 4-speed, this is
cowboy cool at its finest. Scan the long flanks, covered in bright blue, and you'll find a
driver-grade paint job that was done not too long ago. Not perfect, but plenty flashy and
definitely the kind of truck that gets all kinds of thumbs-up gestures out on the road. There's a
nice run of trim down the sides, a bright grille up front and a tailgate applique: this is a
top-of-the-line Ranger. Bright windshield moldings, rear window moldings and drip rail
moldings speak quietly what the badges on the side of the bed loudly shout. Being a Southern
truck, the cab and bed are solid, and the repaint is clean and holding up very well. The '72 only
grille is excellent, as are the big F O R D letters on the hood. All lights and lenses are clear and
work as they should. Tinted glass is a nice touch which makes for an even more comfortable
ride and gives it an updated, sleek look. The bed is clean, wearing a spray-in bedliner and a set
of shiny bed rails add the finishing statement. Inside, you'll find a reupholstered seat in
factory-style gray fabric taking center stage. Rangers came with carpeting instead of rubber
floor mats, and that made a world of difference in cabin noise. The woodgrain on the dash and
bright seat hinge covers are other Ranger touches. Matching gray door panels feel more
sophisticated than the original vinyl units and speakers have been installed down low in the
doors for improved sound. The gauges are original and the lens is a little cloudy, but we have to
admit that we like the look and especially the blue-highlighted FORD lettering across the center.
And yes, that's a Hurst T-handle shifter for the 4-speed manual gearbox underneath, making
this pickup feel a lot more muscular than you'd expect. Under the hood is a cubic inch V8, a big
step up from the standard straight six. It's dressed up a bit with a new chrome air cleaner and
freshly painted valve covers; after all, who can resist a little bit of the shiny stuff? There's a
modern serpentine belt drive setup on the front of the engine, which helps with reliability, and
an Edelbrock 4-barrel carburetor up top for horsepower. The twin I beam suspension and tall 3.
There's a nice rumble from the dual exhaust with glasspack-style mufflers, offering that
traditional 5. The frame and floors are original, untreated and not doctored with in any way; this
really is a clean truck. Best of all? They built a lot of F-series trucks over the years, but few
survive in this condition, and that's why this one is special. If this is your ideal ride, call today!
Per the eBay User Agreement, by placing a bid you are entering into a legally binding contract
and are committed to purchasing the vehicle described above. The details of this commitment
are further outlined in the eBay User Agreement. Vehicle may be sold by Streetside Classic Cars
prior to the end of the auction. Streetside Classic Cars reserves the right to end its auctions
early or to cancel bids solely at its discretion and shall not be held liable for any such
cancellation. The winning bidder is required to contact Streetside Classic Cars within 24 hours
after the close of the auction to finalize the details of the transaction. This deposit reserves the
vehicle and removes it from the market. Acceptable payment types for deposit are: credit card,
wire transfer, cashier's check, and money order. If winning bidder does not contact Streetside
Classic Cars and submit deposit within 48 hours of auction close, vehicle may be made
available to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer on a first come, first serve basis.

Streetside Classic Cars has represented this vehicle to the best of its ability. Prospective
bidders are encouraged to contact us directly to provide additional information or answer any
questions. Please be aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or
manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Streetside Classic Cars
encourages bidder to have a personal inspection completed prior to delivery to help ensure
your satisfaction. Third party inspections are to take place prior to a vehicles shipment or
delivery. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no warranties expressed or implied. Final or
winning bid price does not include shipping, tax, title, or registration fees. It is the purchaser's
responsibility to provide for any state or local taxes and shipping expenses resulting from the
sale. We can assist you in delivery through our network of private and commercial carriers.
Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway. We assume no responsibility for
damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Streetside Classic Cars
bears no liability and shall be held harmless for any complications, expenses, or damages
resulting from a failure to meet these terms as they have been set forth and established herein.
Information is provided to the best of our knowledge and that of the owners of the vehicles, and
we make no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or reliability of such
information. We cannot be responsible for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies contained in
information provided by third parties. Streetside Classics is not an expert in the construction,
engineering, finishes, materials, and componentry of every single vehicle we sell. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to either inspect the vehicle personally or via a 3rd party, to ensure
satisfaction to the condition and value, prior to purchase. Streetside Classics strives to perform
extensive visual inspections on all vehicles we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or
components for inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible that there is hidden
damage that is not readily apparent. All vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or
implied. Please call or email any one of our showrooms at: Charlotte Showroom Phone: Email:
sales-cha streetsideclassics. Our sales staff is very knowledgeable and can assist you in every
aspect of the purchase. International buyers welcome! Click here for an estimate. If you decide
to purchase from us, we require that you give us your complete name, address and phone
numbers home, office, mobile and fax and a port of entry that handles containers. All
international purchases must be paid by bank wire transfer in US Dollar funds only. Once we
have received the funds, we will prepare the car for international shipment through one of our
approved land and ocean carriers. We file all the necessary documents for export, deliver the
car to a US port, secure it in containers and board an ocean carrier. We can land a vehicle to
any port worldwide handling container traffic. We export cars regularly and are familiar with
export requirements. You, or your agent, are responsible for Custom clearing the vehicle and
registration in your own country. West Texas desert truck with some really nice patina. Truck
has Explorer trim, Engine, C6 3-speed auto trans. I installed
2012 ford focus manual transmission fluid
double throw safety switch wiring diagram
2006 jetta tdi fuse diagram
a Pertronix electronic ignitor in the distributor so there are no points to worry about, also
installed pertronix ignition coil and new plugs and wires. All 4 shocks were recently replaced
with KYB Gas-a-just. Mileage unknown, speedometer cable has been disconnected for quite a
while, 5 digit odometer anyway. The only through-rust is in the cab floor footwells. The rust in
the footwells isn't really that bad, the first pic is the drivers side footwell. You can see a metal
plate that the previous owner put inside the cab floor. The second 2 pics are the passenger side.
The rest are various pics of the undercarriage and inner fenders, you can see it is in great shape
for it's age. Click any image for larger pics. Elk Grove, CA. Oregon City, OR. North Kingstown,
RI. Garden City, NY. Collegedale, TN. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Cars for Sale Ford F Year Make Ford Model F ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
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